Breaks are covered by the organiser.
Social Event will be organized.
For questions please contact Dieter Nürnberg
Tel.: 03391-3914710
e-mail: d.nuernberg@mhb-fontane.de
Attendance fee 320 €,- (incl. EFSUMb and DEgUM certificates).

For more information:
www.ultraschalltagung-bb.de
www.ultraschall-akademie.de
www.efsumb.org

---

18 Continuous Medical Education (CME) credits

supported by
Peter Pflugbeil GmbH
Bayer Vital GmbH
HEBuMedical GmbH
... and other

---

**PROGR AM**

**From May 3rd until May 5th 2018 in Berlin**

Hotel Aquino and Congress Center of the Catholic Academy, Berlin-Mitte, Hannoversche Strasse 5b
www.hotel-aquino.de

Organization:
Berlin-Brandenburg Ultrasound Society (BB) | www.ultraschalltagung-bb.de
Education Academy of the German Society for Ultrasound in Medicine (DEGUM) | www.degum.de | www.ultraschall-akademie.de
Medical School Brandenburg | www.mhb-fontane.de
Thursday, May 3th, 16:00 – 21:00
Moderation: Nürnberg, Schlottmann

16:00 Welcome and organisational notes
Nürnberg, Schlottmann

16:15 Getting acquainted with Interventional Materials
Schlottmann (Coop. with Peter Pflugbeil GmbH)
Groupwise work in different techniques in 15’ time slots
Basic Materials for every Intervention, puncture, access
(Schlottmann, Sporea); biopsy (Müller, Kinkel); catheter-
drainage (Lorentzen, Nürnberg, Wüstner); PTCD
(Nürnberg); RFA & nephrostomy (Lorentzen); Gastrostomy (Schlottmann)

18:00 How did interventional ultrasound develop – the roots
Frentzel-Beyme

19:30 Get together with speakers and participants.
»Ständige Vertretung«

Friday, May 4th 9:00 – 18.00
Part I – Peri-interventional Management
Moderation: Nürnberg, Schlottmann

9:00 Salutation (Aim of the day)
Nürnberg, Schlottmann

9:20 Localisation of interventional targets and guidance
Wüstner

9:50 Contra-indications, coagulation status
Jenssen

10:30 –11:00 COFFEE BREAK
Moderation: Lorentzen, Nürnberg

11:00 Patient, preparation and medication
Müller

11:25 What is needed for histology and cytology?
Koch

12:00 Infection control
Nürnberg

12:30 CEUS in interventional procedures
Schlottmann

13:00 LUNCH BREAK

13:45 Phantom-Exercise I - Biopsy (Phantoms are provided)

Part II – Diagnostic Interventions
Moderation: Sporea, Müller

14:45 Complications and their management
Jenssen

15:20 Thyroid, parathyroids
Müller

15:40 Liver, focal lesions – tumour biopsy
Kinkel

16:00 – 16:30 COFFEE BREAK
Moderation: Lorentzen, Sporea

16:30 Thorax
Wüstner

16:50 Liver – biopsy in diffuse disease
Sporea

17:05 Kidneys & adrenal glands
Nürnberg

17:20 Spleen, nodes
Schlottmann

17:40 To do or not to do invasive procedure?
– Role of CEUS for decisions.
Badea

20:00 Social Event Boats tour – Berlin night

Saturday, May 5th, 9:00 – 18:00
Part III – Therapeutic Interventions
Moderation: Müller, Lorentzen

9:00 Salutation (Aim of the day)
Nürnberg, Schlottmann

9:10 Cyst therapy - conventional
Schlottmann

9:30 Abscess drainage
Kinkel

10:10 Role of US in relation to endoscopic procedures
in non surgical treatment of acute pancreatitis
Badea

10:35 – 11:00 COFFEE BREAK
Moderation: Kinkel, Nürnberg

11:00 Thyroid and parathyroid: locally ablative therapies
Müller

11:20 Nephrostomy
Lorentzen

11:40 Biliary interventions
Nürnberg

12:20 Tumor ablation – Liver and other indications
Lorentzen

13:00 LUNCH BREAK

Part IV – Therapeutic Interventions
Moderation: Sporea, Jenssen

14:00 Percutaneous ultrasound-guided gastrostomy
Schlottmann

14:20 Assistance
Nürnberg

14:40 Importance of ultrasound in detection and evaluation
of postinvasive abdominal complications (detection,
evaluation, contribution to optimal decision)
Badea